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This article seeks to explore the changing experiences of older women through the
twentieth century, mainly in Western Europe and in English-speaking countries else-
where. It examines the main trends and stresses the diversity of experience within this
very large, and growing, age group.

The growing numbers of older people

In the twentieth century, for the first time in history, it became normal to grow old.
Survival to old age was more common in past centuries than is sometimes thought.1

However, it was only in the middle of the twentieth century, in high-income countries
such as those of Western Europe and North America, that the overwhelming majority
of every age cohort survived from birth to old age. There was a rapid decline, from the
later nineteenth century, in death-rates at all ages. In Britain at the beginning of the
twentieth century an average of 74 people each year reached the age of 100; by the end
of the century almost 6,000 did so.2 In Japan, with its later and very rapid economic
development, even in 1960 there were only 144 centenarians; in 2005 there were
25,000.3 In both states and in most others, with the exception of a cluster of countries
in South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh) most very old people were female and, in
general, women outlived men, as, so far as we can tell, they long had.4 In Britain, to
take quite a typical example, life expectation at birth in 1901 was 51 years for men and
58 for women. In 1991 it was 76 and 81 years respectively.
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These figures do not mean, as is often thought, that most people who survived to
adulthood at the beginning of the twentieth century, and for long before, died in rela-
tively early middle age. Rather, the high infant mortality rates that characterized all
societies before the early twentieth century reduced average life expectancy at birth.
Since female infants tended to have higher survival rates than males, the chances of
female survival to old age were greater from birth and females retained this advantage
at later ages. At all times, those who survived early childhood had a good chance of sur-
viving at least to their 50s or 60s. As infant mortality fell in the twentieth century a
higher proportion of those who were born survived to adulthood and old age.5

Not only death rates but also birth rates fell to historically low levels over the twen-
tieth century. One consequence was that in most developed and many less developed
countries, the proportion of older people rose to historically high levels. And, not only
did women and men live longer, they remained healthy and active to later ages than
before. Strangely, this prolongation of active life, which had been dreamed of for cen-
turies, initially caused not general rejoicing but gloomy predictions of ill-effects due, in
particular, to the assumed growing costs to the working population of medical and
social security services for older people, who were represented as dependent burdens
once they passed a certain age. These concerns were first voiced from the 1930s to
1950s,6 especially in Britain and France. This may have been because the study of
demography was most advanced in these countries: their demographic patterns at this
time were not very different from those elsewhere in western Europe.7 The predictions
of economic and demographic doom were not fulfilled due to the upturn in birth-rates
during and after World War II. They recurred in the 1980s and 90s8 following a
renewed decline in birth-rates and a continuing rise in life expectancy. By the end of the
century about 20 percent of the population was aged 60 or above in Britain, Germany
and other West European countries compared with about five percent at the beginning
of the century.9

But what did ‘old age’ mean in the twentieth century? How old was ‘old’? As in ear-
lier centuries10 old age was defined in a variety of ways, shaped by many influences,
including the imperatives of government bureaucracy and of statistical measurement,
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the images disseminated by a proliferating range of communications media (magazines,
newspapers, advertisements, novels, film, TV, the internet, scholarly publications), by
subjective experience and each individual’s perception of the experience of others as
they aged. Definitions and images of old age differed according to gender, social condi-
tion and race, the latter becoming increasingly important as more societies became
more multi-cultural later in the twentieth century. ‘Old age’ is a very diverse condition.
It plays a variety of roles in modern culture and many identities are available, serially
and simultaneously, to older, as to younger, people.

‘Official’ definitions of old age

When old age pensions were first introduced they were payable at ages which varied in
different countries between 55 and 70. They were first implemented in Germany in
1889 and paid at age 70, or earlier for the permanently incapacitated. Denmark fol-
lowed in 1892 at age 60, then New Zealand in 1898 and Australia in 1908 both at 
65. Pensions were introduced in Austria in 1906, Britain in 1908 at age 70, reduced to
65 in 1925 and, for women only, to 60 in 1940; in Canada from 1927 and the United
States from 1935, both from age 70. They were introduced in Switzerland in 1946. By
the end of the century minimum pension ages still varied between 55 and 70, but were
most commonly 65 or 60.11

Pensions were everywhere an official acknowledgement that, past a certain age, people
were no longer physically able to work to support themselves, that poor people were
unable to save to provide for this period of life and after long, hard-working lives,
deserved support from society. The first pensions were initially everywhere paid only to
manual workers and the poor. Only after World War II did they become universal in
most countries. From the beginning it was widely acknowledged that incapacity due 
to old age in reality afflicted different people at differing ages, but administrative con-
venience and economy required that pensions be paid at common ages. The age chosen
in each country was influenced by prevailing conceptions of the age at which most peo-
ple were incapacitated from regular work and by considerations of cost: the later the
age, the fewer survivors and the lower the cost. Though those countries which initially
chose higher ages later reduced them under pressure mainly from trade unions and oth-
er representatives of workers who argued that payment at too late an age left many 
old people in poverty for too long before they could claim a pension.12
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The case of Great Britain is especially well documented. The pension age for British
women was reduced to 60 in 1940 following demands from unmarried women who
argued that they faced discrimination in the labour market from their late fifties,
employers preferring to employ younger women whom they regarded as more decora-
tive.13 The pension age for men and women will gradually, between 2010 and 2020, be
equalized again at 65 following a sex discrimination ruling by the European Union in
1990: a ruling which reversed a rare example of sex discrimination which had favoured
women by granting their pension at an earlier age than to men.

There are two principal forms of old age pension: Insurance pensions such as those
in Germany14 (and introduced in Austria in 190615) tended to provide primarily for
men, since fewer women had regular or sufficient incomes to enable regular contri-
butions. Non-contributory pensions, paid by redistribution through the tax system, as
initially in Denmark, Britain, Australia and New Zealand, favoured women because
they were normally means-tested and confined to the poorest and old women tended to
be poorer than old men. In Britain it was awareness of the greater poverty and need of
older women that determined the choice of a non-contributory rather than an insur-
ance pension system in 1908. Two-thirds of the first British pensioners were female. An
insurance scheme favouring men was added onto the existing pension system in 1925,
as it was in Denmark in 1933.16

The establishment of state pension ages signified the official general definition by
governments of the age of onset of old age, though from at least medieval times Euro-
pean governments had specified ages (normally 60 or 70) at which people (mainly men)
were deemed incapable of specific tasks such as military service or public office.17 It was
normally assumed that on receiving the pension, pensioners would cease paid work,
though this was not always obligatory, especially in non-contributory systems, and pen-
sions were generally so small that many older people struggled on in at least part-time
employment in order to survive. It was only after World War II that pensions in most
high income countries became large enough to enable most pensioners to retire from
work.

Towards the end of the twentieth century retirement ages tended to fall further until
by 2000 about one third of all workers in western European countries had retired before
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the age of 60,18 often involuntarily due to high unemployment. It was (frequently?)
argued by economists that earlier retirement was the inevitable outcome of rapid change
in technology and the incapacity of older people to replace old with new skills, though
the evidence about the learning capacities of older men and women strongly challenged
this. Rather older people were rarely given opportunities to retrain and gain new skills.19

In the first years of the twenty-first century the value of delaying retirement and keep-
ing older people in the workforce was increasingly recognized due largely to govern-
ment fears of the growing costs of pensions and of the shrinking younger work-force.
There were pressures to raise pension and retirement ages, for example in France, Ger-
many and Britain. In both the latter countries the government was proposing raising
the pension age in 2006, although, as elsewhere, such suggestions were resisted by
workers, who had come to value retirement.

The spread of retirement

The spread of retirement in the twentieth century created a new cultural barrier
between the lives of older and younger people. In previous centuries retirement of old-
er people from regular work had been common enough among those who could afford
to make the choice. It was rarely available to very poor women and men.20 Retirement
affected the lives of women less comprehensively than those of men. For women,
whether or not they were previously in paid employment, work, in the form of domes-
tic responsibilities, continued unchanged across the life-course. Women who retired
from paid work had normally long carried the double burden of work in and outside
the home. Continued responsibility for domestic work after ‘retirement’ provided 
continuity in their everyday lives. For men, whose lives were often centred on their
employment, retirement created a disruption, a sudden confrontation with old age,
which many found shocking, especially among the first generation of manual workers
to experience it on a large scale after World War II. Ageing women, in consequence,
generally experienced less of a loss of self than men.21

For the first time people were expected to ‘retire’ from paid work at a fixed age
regardless of whether they felt physically fit for work. In doing so they might lose the
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social status often associated with paid work, though the degraded work at which many
poor old people had previously struggled conferred little status. At the beginning of the
century, old women toiled as laundresses, cleaners, childminders, hawkers, labourers.
More positively, towards the end of the century a period of leisure between working life
and physical decline created new possibilities in the later lives of women and men.
Faced with rising expectations and greater general affluence in the second half of the
twentieth century, more older people than ever before – though not all – could enjoy
new possibilities for leisure, travel and active retirement. Successive age cohorts were
able to imagine and plan for this phase of life, as the first generation to retire on a mass
scale in the 1940s and 50s had not.22

But, notwithstanding a commonplace representation of people past their 60s as
dependent and fragile, influential older people, in high status occupations, did not
retire and relinquish power unless they wished to do so, and they were not necessarily
publicly perceived as ‘old’. Margaret Thatcher was not defined as weak and decrepit
when she remained Prime Minister past the female pension age of 60, and she remained
formidable after her involuntary retirement as Prime Minister, aged 65, in 1990; 
nor was Queen Elizabeth II when she reigned aged 75 at the end of the century; 
nor indeed her great-great grandmother, Queen Victoria, who occupied the throne,
aged 81, when the century opened. Role models of strong older women existed
throughout the century.

In the first seventy years of the twentieth century in most high income countries,
society became more clearly stratified by chronological age, signified in particular by
fixed ages for leaving school and receiving the pension. The cultural changes in the lives
of older women and men in the mid-twentieth century were dramatic. Not everyone
experienced them as gains. Though ‘old people’ were of all age groups the most likely to
stereotyped as possessing unitary characteristics, in fact social, economic and physical
differentiation was greatest at later ages, not surprisingly in a ‘group’ comprising people
aged from their 60s to past 100. In terms of physical condition, ‘old’ men and women
varied from the very fit to the extremely frail; in terms of income, from some of the
richest to the very poorest and included some of the most and the least powerful.

Curiously, the age of retirement from work fell at the very time that women and men
were remaining physically fit to later ages than ever before. Improvements in living stan-
dards, including diet, and consequently in health, for most of the population, improved
medical knowledge and care and improved access to it even for poor people in most
high income countries after World War II, had the result that by the 1980s medical
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opinion placed the onset of serious debility associated with old age at around age 76, in
contrast to the assumption at the beginning of the century that old age decrepitude
began around age 60/65. Those who were fit and active in their mid 60s were likely to
remain so for at least another decade, though with some weakening, for many people,
from the later 60s.23 At the very time that women and men became physically ‘old’ 
later in life than ever before, their formal social and economic roles during the years of
added vigour appeared to be diminishing. Hence, in the early twenty-first century it
was increasingly suggested, by gerontologists as well as by politicians, that those who
were fit to work beyond age 60 or 65 and wished to do so should be enabled to defer
retirement until a later age.

Means of Survival in Old Age

Despite improved pensions in most countries, old age was popularly associated with
poverty throughout the twentieth century. As in all centuries, by no means all old peo-
ple were poor, but old women were more likely to suffer poverty than old men. The rea-
sons for this also changed little over time. Women outlived men, so had to live longer
on often meagre pensions, with diminishing savings and household goods. Some
acquired prosperity and independence as a result of marriage and widowhood, but
many more lived on in poverty having never married (more common in the first half of
the century), being widowed by poor men, or, an increasing experience in the later
twentieth century, following divorce, which normally left women poorer than men.
Though more women had high income jobs by the end of the century, they still tend-
ed to earn less and, consequently, to have lower pensions than men. In Britain the very
poor pension situation of most women compared with men was described even by the
government minister responsible, in 2005, as “a scandal”.24 Women in general still had
fewer opportunities than men to accumulate assets to protect them in later life due,
above all, to more limited opportunities for employment, employment interrupted by
family responsibilities and to lower earnings.

It was widely assumed, in popular and political discourse and among some scholars,
that families were not important providers for the support of older people in the mod-
ern, highly mobile societies of Europe, North America and Australasia. This was rein-
forced by the conviction of economists that welfare states ‘crowded out’ family support,
that altruism and reciprocity were redundant in modern market-based societies. It was
also assumed that the falling birth-rate and falling family size in the later part of the
century would leave old people with fewer children to support them. Such predictions
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seemed to be supported by statistics of the steadily growing numbers of old people,
especially women, who lived alone. In Britain at the end of the century almost 50 per-
cent of women (and about 20 percent of men) over aged 60 lived alone.25 There were
similar findings from the US.26

These statistics could be, and often were, interpreted as evidence of the increasing
isolation of old people from their families. Yet there was also consistent evidence, espe-
cially in the second half of the century, that many old people lived alone (as did grow-
ing numbers of younger people) not because they were neglected, but as a positive
choice. At last, growing numbers had the resources to exercise the preference for inde-
pendent living that older people had expressed for centuries.27 Some, sadly, as at all
times were isolated and neglected, sometimes because they had no surviving family. But
the fact that older people lived alone did not, as many surveys showed,28 necessarily
mean that they lacked frequent and close contact with family and friends, who gave
support when it was needed, just as old people themselves gave support to others. No
more than in earlier centuries could old people be stereotyped as undifferentiated
dependents upon others. It was often forgotten that they gave to as well as took from
their communities, in the case of older women, often in the form of care for grandchil-
dren or sick or disabled friends or relatives.

The speed and ease of late twentieth century communications compensated for the
effects of greater spatial mobility. “Family care can be among the very best and the very
worst experiences that human beings can devise for one another”29 which was why many
old people preferred to preserve their independence. Not all old people had close relatives,
but probably more did so at the end of the century than at the beginning. Though aver-
age family size fell over the century, rates of marriage and childbirth and survival rates of
infants rose, so by the end of the century more older women had at least one surviving
child than at the beginning of the century. In the twentieth century as in earlier centuries30
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older women without close relatives, in particular, often formed networks of friendship
which provided the same supportive role as blood kin. Older women in general coped
better than men with living alone, being better able to care for themselves and with
stronger social networks.31

The growing affluence of many old people at all social levels in high income socie-
ties, the availability of a new and wider range of consumer goods, plus the effects of
medical and technological change profoundly influenced the experience of old age in
the twentieth century. New technologies generated new and widely disseminated
sources of imagery of older people, as of everything else, in magazines, advertisements,
films, television. Individuals, mostly female, could manipulate their own images with
the use of a growing range of items of make-up, hair-dyes, cosmetic surgery, together
with increasingly widespread attention in the later part of the century to the very long
known age -retardants of diet and exercise.32 All of these techniques were, of course,
most easily available to the most affluent, but the growth of the mass market made
them more cheaply available to more people than before and they became more widely
socially acceptable in the second half of the century.

Disguising the visible signs of age by older women was condemned by some as obei-
sance to a ‘cult of youth’, encouraged by the mass media, which was said to induce
refusal to accept the ‘realities’ of ageing and to ‘grow old gracefully’ and ‘naturally’. This
overlooked the reality experienced by women and men through the centuries, that ‘nat-
ural’ ageing, unassisted by adornment or medical intervention, could be far from ‘grace-
ful’. The assumption that at a certain age women should cease practices, such as use of
make-up and hair-dyes, that might have been a part of their everyday experience since
their teens, or that 60 year olds who had worn jeans for 40 years should abandon them
because they had reached a certain age, suggested a new kind of stereotyping. It was
underpinned by a belief that in earlier times older people had presented themselves ‘fit-
tingly’, adopting a dress code suited to their years and that, for some unexplained rea-
son, this was desirable. Like many of the assumptions about change over time which
pervade the discourse of ageing, this was unfounded. There had long been unconven-
tional women who were criticized for dressing ‘unsuitably’ past a certain age.33 Concern
about the appearance of older people was associated with a more widespread awareness
of their sexuality which aroused ambivalence and fears, perhaps of competition, among
younger people.34
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It was unclear, in the twentieth century as in earlier centuries, who, other than them-
selves, had the right to decree what was a fitting appearance for ‘older’ people, and why
it was ‘unnatural’ to grow old disgracefully, as some older women preferred. Some com-
mentators, of all ages, still expected uniformity of behaviour from ‘old people’. Later in
the century more older people resisted such stereotypes. Rather, they welcomed the
greater flexibility of codes of appearance for all age groups which characterized high
income countries at the end of the twentieth century.

Medical advances such as hip replacements and heart by-passes improved the quali-
ty of life for many older people, despite the extraordinary neglect, until the very end of
the century, to research into the effects upon old people of some of the diseases most
likely to kill them, in particular cancer and heart disease.35 At the same time the last
days and months of some old people were made miserable by the capacity of modern
medical technology to sustain life past the point at which it was worth living.

Last not least, the menopause was more extensively discussed as a medical problem than
before, as indeed were many conditions during the century in which scientific medicine
made unprecedented advances. Remedies, such as Hormone Replacement Therapy, were
introduced to counter its ill-effects, though its benefits were increasingly questioned. The
discomforts of menopause were much discussed but it remained quite unclear whether it
caused women more distress than in previous periods of history when it seems rarely to
have been discussed and, if so, to what proportion of women and why. Though all women
who survive to old age experience the menopause, there is a remarkable lack of historical
or contemporary research into the proportion of women who find it painful or distressing.

Experiences of Old Age

How old women perceived themselves and how they were seen by others can be glimpsed
in a variety of personal documents. Many diaries, letters and other such sources survive in
a great variety of archives and published volumes but can only be briefly sampled here. To
take just a first example, the energetic, committed, well-to do, English social reformer
Beatrice Webb reflected in her diary in the 1930s on her own ageing and that of her hus-
band, the Labour Party politician Sidney Webb. She had unusual opportunities to disco-
ver how her ageing was perceived by others. On her 75th birthday in 1933 she recorded:

Mrs Webb retains to a remarkable degree her mental vigour and industry’ observes
the Evening Standard. Telegrams, greetings, newspapers ringing me up for interviews
which I refuse. I don’t feel mentally vigorous and industrious, but relative to the
senility usual at that age I suppose I am so. And Sidney certainly is so.36
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She oscillated between commenting on her failing powers and relief at the degree of
activity of which she was still capable. She observed the variety of experiences of ageing
among her friends and relatives.

Her youngest sister, Rosy, who as a young woman had been a highly problematic
anorexic, at also close to 70 was enjoying greater independence than ever. She was
here for a week, between her voyage to the Arctic regions round about Spitzber-
gen and returning to Majorca for the winter ... at seventy Rosy is happier and
healthier than I have ever known her during her youth and prime of life ... she has
become a globe-trotter with a purpose – the enjoyment and picturing of nature
and architecture ... her husband and children are more or less dependent upon her
for subsidies and she certainly is generous with her limited income-travelling third
class or cheap tourist, staying at cheap lodging ... the secret of her happiness is her
art, her freedom to go and do as she likes and make casual friends by the way ...

But an 84 year old friend had slipped into miserable advanced old age:

Louise is hopelessly crippled and creeps about the house. Her mind is clear and
old age and helplessness have softened her outlook on the world ... but she is des-
perately lonely and bored with existence ... The plain truth is that the aged feel
what their children and some of their friends are thinking about: ‘If you are not
enjoying life, why don’t you die and be done with it’. And the old person may feel
that there is no answer, except that he does not want to die or does not see any
comfortable way of doing it.37

Beatrice Webb died, aged 85, in 1943. Her diary conveys an explicit struggle against a
stereotype of helpless dependency, initially triumphant, but less successful as time went
on.38 She was an unusual woman in her fame and influence.

Simone de Beauvoir’s fiercely negative depiction of old age in her book of the same
name, nevertheless described varied individual experiences. In 1968 a 75-year-old for-
mer waitress lived alone in poverty in central Paris, in an attic, without gas, electricity
or running water up, three storeys of handsome staircase, then two half-floors of steep
narrow steps:

“It is a nightmare for me” said Madame R. “Sometimes in winter, when I am not
very steady on my feet, I stay there leaning against the wall, wondering whether I
shall ever get down again” … She is not bored she says. She walks about a great
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deal; she reads the headlines at the newspaper stand and neighbours give her yes-
terday’s paper. When she can she goes to ceremonies in Paris.39

More cheerful were the findings of a survey of French centenarians carried out in 1959.
There were six or seven hundred, four out of five of them female.

[They] had had a great variety of jobs … they were living in the country with
their children or grandchildren or in some cases in institutions …They had very
little money…Many of them were strong and well … Some of the women were
slightly shaky, they were a little hard of hearing and their sight was dim but they
were neither blind nor deaf. They slept well. They spent their time reading, knit-
ting or taking short walks. Their minds were clear and their memories excellent.
They were independent, even-tempered and sometimes gay; they had a lively
sense of humour and they were very sociable. They were high-handed towards
their 70-year-old children and treated them as young people. Sometimes they
complained of the present-day generation, but they were interested in modern
times and kept in touch with what was going on … they had never suffered from
any chronic illness. They did not seem afraid of death.40

In 1992 the British Mass-Observation Archive invited, mainly middle class, men and
women to write about their observations on ‘Growing Older’.41 A dominant theme of
the responses from women was the relativity and the diversity of the process of ageing.
A 65 year old retired local government officer summed up a widespread feeling that

… its this habit of wanting to treat all people of a certain age group in the same
way that seems wrong, whatever that age group is. People are no longer allowed to
be individuals.42

A 67 year old housewife wrote:

These days you aren’t classed as old until you are 80. I don’t feel old, with fashions
very flexible you can look fashionable up to any age. My mother is 95 and she
wears very fashionable clothes.43
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And a 78 year old widow noted:

I regard anyone under 40 as young. From 45 to 65 as middle aged. Elderly under
75 and old as 75 plus. But although I am aged 78 I do not think of myself as old
but elderly. Perhaps because I am fairly independent and can look after myself.44

Such relativism cannot simply be ascribed to self-deception among old women, seeking
to deny the unpleasant reality of ageing, for it was shared by younger women. A shop-
supervisor, who was approaching 40, discussed the diversity of ageing she saw among
women around her:

I remember my mother saying “I may be a wrinkled 57 on the outside, but I’m 
17 inside,” when I caught her playing hopscotch out on the pavement with my
daughter. I’m beginning to understand what she meant ... some people are born
‘middle aged’ while some old folk sparkle, are open-minded and have a zest for
life.

I find it very difficult to estimate peoples’ ages. Indeed age doesn’t seem a very
important consideration in view of improved housing, nutrition and medicine ...
with extended life expectancy, I believe you can be considered young until the late
40s, then be at a peak until 55–66 years (perhaps retirement age is one of life’s
landmarks) then enjoy a further rewarding and active phase (perhaps this is mid-
dle age) until the physical deterioration which eventually comes with advancing
years forces you to slow down into ‘old age’, which can still be a rewarding expe-
rience if you have your faculties and a decent standard of living …

As a volunteer worker for social services, I have supported women I’ve regard-
ed as being a generation older than myself and suddenly realized that they are ten
years younger than me. They have a poor self-image, are worn down by marital
and financial problems, are in poor shape physically ...

On the other hand as a member of a keep-fit association, I am often amazed
when fellow-members reveal their ages. Women in their 70s with trim, supple
bodies glow with vitality and enthusiasm for life and look 20 years younger.45

The women expressed a deep dislike of what they saw as pervasive stereotyping of old-
er people, which was seen as constraining their lives excessively. A 66 year old retired
social worker commented:

The need to look young [for men and women] is much more to do with careers
and getting jobs. And this is, I think, the crucial point about ageing, how it gets
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in the way when job hunting or seeking promotion, and in other aspects of social
life. Ageism is not seen as a problem like racism or sexism yet it is as damaging
and as widespread.46

A writer and counsellor, living in London expressed her response to conventional
stereotypes:

Yesterday I was 60. There – I have come out and said it. How does it feel? Well a
whole lot better than I thought. Never, but never have I so dreaded a birthday.
But why should this be such a milestone? We are indoctrinated, that’s why. I got
my travel pass this morning and hoped I would not bump into anyone I knew at
the office. So I am a Senior Citizen and an old age pensioner? This is ludicrous
because I feel 25 going on 18. The years I suppose have been kind to me but no-
one stays the same. Still I know my personality is as eccentric and adventurous as
it ever was. ... is it my imagination or are people stepping outside the age cate-
gories as it becomes increasingly difficult to tell how old they are ... even if 
they almost kill themselves with aerobics etc. ultimately it is what is in the mind
that is going to make the difference ... I know a very chic lady, not thin, looks
about 65 or so, who has just had her 80th ... good personality, sharp, attractive. ...
Another local lady died before Christmas at 89 years. ... again, good personality
and she kept her own house to the end. ... But I cannot say I would wish to be
another age or that there was a favourite time. NOW! that’s it. Never have I been
so happy, secure, had a job I love with such satisfying hobbies and interests.47

This optimistic woman had a good marriage to a younger man, following an earlier dis-
astrous marriage. The ageing of their husbands influenced the outlook of many women
on their own ageing. A 67 year old retired clerk wrote:

I feel considerably older than I did even five years ago, probably because I have a
husband who has Parkinson’s disease and I am unable to leave him to himself for
more than a week. I am not enjoying getting old and I don’t believe if everyone
was honest they would not agree with me.48
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A part-Chinese civil servant aged 47 had an interesting perspective on the widespread
belief that old people are less respected in ‘western’ than in ‘eastern’ cultures:

We were brought up to respect our grandparents and that attitude continues in
this family (the Chinese influence) but this means that grandparents are remote.
They get their own way and people running round after them but they are not
their grandchildren’s friends.49

Several women discussed the changing experience of old people over the century by
making comparisons between their own ageing and that of their parents and grandpa-
rents. A retired social worker recalled:

… my grandparents did not do very much outside their homes whereas my elder-
ly and old friends attend day classes (university extra-mural) and visit family and
friends in this country and abroad.50

Or they remembered their own attitudes earlier in life. A 44 year old receptionist wrote:

When I was 20 or 30 then 50 seemed quite old to me. In the 1980s 50s can be
seen as attractive, interesting, experienced and valuable. This wasn’t the case in the
1960s when I was in my teens as the Twiggy thin-as-rake-look was in and every-
thing seemed to revolve around teenagers ... I don’t think of 60 year olds as dod-
dery any more but only as middle aged.51

Conclusion

The Mass-Observation respondents provide valuable and convincingly diverse expres-
sions of how individual women perceived and experienced the major changes in the
lives of older women over the twentieth century. Above all, survival to old age became
an almost universal experience and it acquired new characteristics: By the second half
of the century most people retired from paid employment whilst they were still phy-
sically fit, with a secure, if not necessarily large, income; more people remained fit 
to late ages whilst having access to a greater range of activities. These experiences 
were shared by men and women though not always in identical ways: Women were less
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likely than men to experience retirement from paid employment as a seriously disrup-
tive break in the life-course, partly because their places in the labour market were less
secure than those of men, partly because they had stronger social and family ties. And
women were more likely than men to suffer poverty in old age, as had long been so.
This was only one of many long-term continuities between the twentieth and earlier
centuries. Still women outlived men, not always, due largely to their greater poverty.
Still, there was immense diversity in the living conditions of old people, from the very
rich to the very poor, from the very active to the sadly decrepit. Also continuous
through the centuries was resistance to simple chronological definitions of old age and
awareness of differences in individual experiences of ageing; and persistence of stereo-
types of ‘fit’ behaviour among old women, and resistance to them, combined with
strong feelings about the importance of independence and assertion of the capacity of
very many (but sadly not all) people at late ages to control their own lives and to play
positive roles in their families and communities.
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